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INTRODUCTION

ARLINESS is an important factor to both home and market
gardeners in the proiinotion of such crops as tomatoesj peppers,
Eeggplant,
lettuce, and otlier vei'etables that can be readily transplanted. Various forms of plant-growing structures, including
greenhouses, sash houses, hotbeds, plant pits, and coldf rames, are being used by gardeners for starting early plants, the type of structure
or frame used depending largely on climatic and otner local conditions. In the past, when an abundance of horse manure was available, the manure-heated hotbed was used almost exclusively, but
with the prestmt shortage of horse manure, growers have turned
very largely to fuel-heated beds for starting early plants. The tendency is also toward using greenhou.ses more generally for starting
early plants, but continuing the employment of coldframes for tenij)ering the plants to outdoor conditions before setting them in the
open.
In determining the type of house or bed to use for starting early
plants, the grower must first consider the temperature and other
climatic conditions under which he is working. His object is to produce good, stocky, well-built plants that will stand transplanting to
the open without serious checking of their growth. Under certain
climatic conditions this may require the use of a heated greenhouse.
Under other conditions this end can be best attained bv the employment of manure- or fuel-heated hotbeds, while in still other cases,
where only slight protection is required, a cloth- or sash-covered
coldf fame may be sufficient. In this bulletin the various types of
plant-growing beds are discussed, together with suggestions as to
1
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their management and the proper treatment of the various kinds of
plants that ai*e commonly grown under protection d u r i n g the early
spring or the late fall.
Hotbeds and coldframes are fro([ii('ntly ii.^i d in legions with a mild
rliirmtc. for growing to a marketable stage certain vegetables such as
cuciinibcrs, beets, radishes, carrots, parsley, lettuce, and occasionally
muskmelons. I n some cases sash-covered frames are employed for
the early crop, and after it is well started and the danger of injurious
temperatures is past, the frames are removed and the crop matured
in the open. This is known as frame culture. I t is used most extensively by growers along the Atlantic seaboard where the natural
heat of the sun during the early spring and late fall is sufficient to
maintain a growing temperature. Where this system is used for
gnmin^^ hitt-fall crops the plants are started in open beds; then a.s
the weather becomes cool the frames are placed in position and the
sash or cloth covering put on. T h e reverse plan is followed in the
spring.
Where hotbeds or coMfniiucs are constructed of brick or poured
concrete, the walls are usually made 4 inches thick and are carried
20 to 24 inches above normal ground level a t the back and 10 to 12
inches above it at the front. The usual width of these beds having
such walls i.s 0 f(»<'t fiom center to center of the walls, or approximately 5 ftH't s iiulus inside measurement. By making the tops
of the walls conform t o the sloi)e of the bed, the sash will have 2
inches of a firm supporting surface on top of each wall. Where
{•rosspieces are provided, upon which t o slide the sash, they are
oml)('<l(lpd in the concrete or brickwork and are flush with the top
of tlu^ walls. If desirable, a wooden housing for the upper end of
the sash may be provided and embedded into the wall or fastened
with bolts let into the wall.
Concrete and cinder blocks are being used quite extensively for the
construction of the walls of hotbeds, coldframes, and small plant
houses, on account of the case with which thev can be laid. In some
localities concrete blocks 4 inches thick can lt>e obtained, and walls
constructed of these occupy less space t h a n those made of the 6- or
8-inch bl(K'ks. Where concrete blocks are used for the front and
back walls of the beds, it is necessary t o p u t up forms and pour
the top of the ends in order to obtain the correct slope. The 8- by
8- by 16-inch concrete and cinder blocks are especially adapted for
constructing the walls (vf ilouble beds with a ridge through the
center and covered by means of two lines of hotbed sash or cloth.
The top layer of blocks should be crowned with a layer of cement
mortar about an inch in thickness to prevent water from entering
the cavities of the blocks. Cinder blocks are better insulators against
the passage of heat than concrete and. in addition, have the advantage t h a t nails can be driven into them where wood is being
fastened to the block walls.
Double plant beds 12 to 15 feet in width with concrete- or cinderblock walls are coming into more general use for plant growing,
on account of low cost of construction. W h e r e flue or hot-water
heating is employed the side walls need be only about 16 inches, or
two layers of olocks in height, above the ground level. Where sash
are used as a covering, a plank is supported on posts through the
center of the bed, and the double row of sash rest on this plank
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at the center and on the walls of the bed at the sides. The slope
given tlie sash is usually froSn 12 to 18 inches for the full lenoth
of the 6-foot sash. If muslin or light canvas is used as a covering
the slope is increased to about 2 feet and side rafters or strips are
provided on which the canvas i-ests.
L O C A T I O N O F H O T B E D S AND C O L D F R A M E S

Hotbeds and coldframes should always be located on well-drained
land that is free froin depressions or danger of flot)ding during
heavy rains. A location near the house where the beds can be
given frequent attention is desirable. The beds should be protected on the north by a group of buildings, a grove of trees, a
tight board fence, or an evergreen hedge. In many ca.ses windbreaks, consisting of pine boughs or bundles of corn fodder set
against supports, are emploved for protecting the beds from cold
winds. The growers around Norfolk and Portsmouth, Va., divide
their frame yards into l-acre sections by means of arborvitae and
California privet hedges that attain a height of 12 to 20 feet, and
very effectively break the force of the wind. (See cover illustration.) A location with a southern exposure and adequate wind
protection on the north and west is ideal. In all cases, protection
from cold winds, the securing of direct sunlight, and convenience in
the matter of tending should be the main determining factors in the
selection of a location for any type of plant bed.
Plant beds and small greenhouses built well below the level of
the ground require less lieat than those that are entirely above
ground and more exposed. This principle applies especially to the
construction of sash-covered houses that are heated by flues, stoves,
or electricity. Special care must be taken, however, in the selection
of a location for beds and houses that are partially below ground,
to provide good drainage in order to avoid flooding the beds during
rainy seasons.
Plants grown in hotbeds and coldframes require rather frequent
watering and, if possible, the beds should be located where water
can be piped to them. In some cases a well is dug or drilled near
the beds and a pump installed to supply the water. Where the beds
are of a very temporary nature, water is sometimes hauled in barrels
or tank wagons and applied to the plants by means of sprinkling
cans. In any case an adeouate supply of water for watering the
plants must be provided. In the east-Texas tomato fields several
tarrels of water are hauled and placed alongside each bed at the
berinning of the plant-growing season. In other instances water
is hauled in tank wagons or in the tanks of orchard sprayers and is
applied to the plant beds through a hose having a rose or sprinkler
on its end. The most convenient method of watering the plant beds,
however, is by means of water under pressure piped direct to the
beds.
MANURE

HOTBEDS

Where manure is plentiful, temporary hotbeds may be provided
by simply placing a flat pile of manure 8 or 9 feet in width, 12 to
24 inches in depth, and of any desired length, on top of the ground
in a well-drained location, and setting frames of boards on top ot
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it to contain the soil and support the covering of sash or cl i\^
Additional manure is then banked around the outside of thp frol
to retain heat.
^^^^^
The frames usually consist of 1-iiich boards, preferably cvnrp
redwood, or white pine, 12 inches wide, 1 board being used f ^
the front or south side and 2 boards, 1 above the other for th^
back or notth side. These boards are nailed to stakes driven through

portable frames
With sloping ends to cai'ry 4 or .") standard sash are often constructed
and where a long bed is requii-(Ml the sections ai-c placed ,.n,l J
end, making u continuous bed.
The preparation and handling of the manure used in making a
teinj)orary hotbed of this ciianu'ter are practically the same as those
desci-ibed herein foi' luoie permanent beds.
About .") inches of giMni soil (oi- sand if sweetpotato plants are to
he grown) should be spread on top of the manure in the frames before the sash is put on. This methoil of constructing manure-heated
betls avoids the necessity of digging a pit but requires about twice
the amount of manure. However, this material is usually in ^ood
condition foi- top-dressing land or for use in making i)lant'^-bed
soil at tlie close of the plant-growing season.
A mole pciiuanent method of constructing a manure-heated hotbed, one which will recpiire the use of a relatively small amount of
manure, is to dig a pit ey^ or 7 feet in width, froin 14 to 30 inches in
depth according to the severity of the idimate, and of any desired
length, the length usually being detennined by the number of standard >\- by ()-foot sash that are to be useil as a covering. The pit
shoiihl be laid otf with a line attached to stakes, as shown in figure 1
and then dug to the desired depth. It should then be lined with
planks, as shown in figure 2, or with more permanent walls of brick,
cement blocks, poui'ed concrete, or some other material. The walls
may extend ahoveground to the desired height, and the sash rest
directly upon them: »<i- a framework of boards, 20 to 24 inches high
at the back oi- north side and 10 to 12 inches high at the front or
soutli side, may rest upon walls t h a t come only to the ground level.
If permanence is desired, the beds should be constructed entirely of
the more durable materials with only such wtKxl materials as are
necessary to properly fit the sash tightly to the walls. In some cases
crosspieces are provided upon which the sash rest, and this is a
decided advantage for drawing down the sash for ventilation. An
additional advantage is gained by having separation or guide stops
between each sash so that there will be no danger of the sash slipping
off the supporting members. The ends of the be(l are cut on a slope
to conform to the pitch or slope of the sash.
Manure for u>e m hotbeds should consist of a good grade of strawbedded hoise Of mule manure; this should be hauled direct from the
stabh' and should n(»t be allowed to remain in piles where it will
ferment and lose its heating qualities. The method of preparing and
placing the manure in the pit of the hotbed is also of considerable
importance. As it is hauled from the stable it should be placed
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in broad, flat piles alongside the hotbed, to remain 2 or 3 davs u^4i
It begins to heat; it should then be turned or forked over so n 1
secure uniform composition and heating. In case the manure I
trifle dry and shows a tendency to firefang or burn, a little w l r
should be added as it is being turned. After 4 or 5 days or as Vn
as the manure has begun to heat uniformly, it should be forked i Z
the hotbed, care being taken to shake out all lumps and to snrpl.^
the manure evenly in the bed. Figure 3 illustrates the proper methn
of trampling the manure as each layer is added. In case the man ,,
IS dry at the time it is being forked into the hotbed, a little watn
Should again be added, but too much water may delay the heatinJ
The depth of the manure in the hotbed will depend on the ouhiZ
temperatiirp.s. In localitie.s where the temperature does not .^o below

t'vuvvvv. ;'.. Vi.uiip\ijix luanuit' IH iM ot huthed.
^

1,

i".''\'^^ ^)iepia/if-growing period, a lnyav of uuvuure 12 to 15

inches thick will be sufficient, provided the bed is well banked on
the outside and some form of covering is used over the sash during
periods of low temperature. The depth of the layer should be
increased 1 inch for each degree of lowered temperature, about 24
to 28 inches of manure being used under conditions of 0° temperature, following the placing of the manure in the bed, about 5 or
b inches of screened garden loam should be spread evenly over the
manure, and the sash put on to retain the heat. If sweetpotato plants
are to be grown in the bed, clean sand should be used instead of the
garden loam.
Figure 4 shows a small hotbed completed and the sash in place.
*u uV'^?*^
*^
^^""^ *^^ *®®^ ^^^ ^^^^^ the cattle have stripped
the blades and husks from them have been found to be a good sub-
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stitute for manure as a source oi lieat for hotbeds. The cornstalks
ire run through a silage cutter, then moistened and packed in the
pit of the hotbed in exactly the same manner as manure. In the
hotbed they go through a heating or fermentation process resembling
that which takes place in a silo, and this results in the formation of
enough heat to keep the plant bed warm over a period of 1 to 2
months. The labor involved in gathering the cornstalks from the
feed lot and cutting them is largely offset by their disposal and
conversion into reailily available compost by the end of the plantgrowing season. Where lar^e quantities of cornstalls are to be used
for hotbed heating the cutter should be placed alongside the beds
and the chopped material blown directly into the beds. Where the

t'u-.LitK 4

Tlw com{iI»'NHi pit hotbed

with

mish in place.

luantity of manure for hotbed heating is limited, its volume and
j effectiveness can be increased by the addition of chopped or shredded
corn fodder.
When a manure-heated bed is first made it is likely to heat very
rapidly; the temperature mav run into the 90's, or even above
^ 100° F. This is too much heat, and the sowing of the seed should
be delayed until the temjjerature falls to about 85° or lower. I t
is not safe to judge the temperature of the soil by feeling it. A
thermometer should be used, its bulb buried in the soil to about the
depth to which the seeds are planted. If at least 5 inches of sifted
soil is placed over the manure in the bed, this soil will have a
tendency to take up the heat given off by the manure, but it may be
>

09577 •—38
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necessary to control UK' u-iupeiuuire by ventilation. L a t e r a« ii
temperature of the manure in the bed declines, it mav be
nJll.
to bank more manure around the outside of the bed to m a f n S "^
proper temperature. If extra manure is not available, t h l o ^ l
of the bed should be securely banked with earth, marsh hav s t r ' l
p m e needles, or some other good insulating material.
^'
FUEL-HEATED

BEDS

Fuel-heated beds of various types are now Urselv
ronh.n;,.
n^amire-heated beds, especially in sections where f u e f ^ r e l o n Sf
cheap, and where the manure supplv is limited. T h e most eommol
type of fuel-heated be. consists of a wood-burning furnace
S
one or more brick or tile smoke flues runnincr underneath « fl
upon which the soil is placed. F o n n e r i y , t h e ^ l d i S " h ^ ^ i f e a f c
these beds consisted mainly of stumps and rough wood o b t a S
when the land was cleared, but recently a type o"f furnace adapt
to burning coke and hard coal is sometimes used. T h e present tron!
however, isUnvard the pipe-heated bed in which hot water i s e n '
ployed as the medium of heat transmission,
l l ^ o r e steum cl^^\'
supplied at a constant but low pressure from a large or centi'a 7P.
boxZer, as, ^or example, from a factory boiler, it mav be used for
heating hotbeds during he plant-growing season, but steam heat
IS a little too intense and not so easy to control as hot-water heat
m e r e steam ,s being used on a fairfy large scale for heating plant
Ms the adoption of the vapor svstem will largelv overcome ihl
objection to steam. Steam heat does not require such large pfpinl
as hot^water heat, and sudden changes in temperature can be mtn
to better advantage than with hot-water heat.
PLUE-HEATED BEDS

The truck growers of New Jersey and of the Eastern Shore, including Delaware and parts of Maryland and Virginia, use fluoheated beds very largely for starting eariv plants, especiallv tomatoes, p e p p e p , and sweetpotatoes. These beds may be located on
level ground, but oftener a location having a slight rise is selected
A pit about 18 inches deep, 8 to 12 feet wide, and 50 to 60 feet lon"^
IS excavated, and the sides and ends are provided with plank brick.
or concrete walls extending 8 inches to a foot above the natural
level of the soil. Frequently the pit is simply lined with boards
nailed to stakes driven into the ground. I n that case the boards
extend about 12 inches ahoveground to form the sides of the bed.
A brick or stone furaace is built in a pit at the lower end of the bed,
but outside the bed proper. A flue consisting of G-inch or 8-inch
round t i e isj;onnected with the furnace. Usually this flue is carried
the full length of the bed and fitted with an elbow, and 3 or 4 joints
of pipe are placed upright to form a chimnev. I n some cases two
Hues connected with the furnace are carried about half the length of
the bed, and the smoke is discharged into the space under the floor
of the bed, from which it eventually finds its way to a chimney at the
end of the bed. The floor consists of planks laid on cross timbers
which rest on the walls or on stone pillars at the sides.
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The covering for these beds sometimes consists of marsh ha^, but
often it consists of heavy muslin or light canvas sewed together in a
large sheet of sufficient size to cover the whole bed. A ridgepole
is placed the full length thrcmgh the center of the bed, and is supported on uprights about 2% feet above the floor of the bed. Rafters
or 1- i^y 3-inch or 1- by 4-inch strips are then fastened to the ridge
and the sides of the bed every 3 or 4 feet to support the cover. At
the sides of the bed the cover is fastened to long wooden strips
OR which it can be rolled up for ventilation or for watering. A bed
oftbistype with mvwsh hay as a covering for the plants is shown in
figure 5.
^ ^
In some localities new railroad ties that have been rejected by the
inspectors on account of some defect are used as supporting timbers

I'lGiRE •'« —A fluf-lieated plant b«Ml liavln« two fluen or Mujoke ducts ruuniiiK tlie full
length under thefl«MJrof the beil. Marsh hay la used as a covering for the hcd.

for the floors of flue-heated beds. In that case the beds are made
81/2 feet wide to conform to the length of the crossties. After the
pit is dug, stone or brick pillars are built at intervals of 4 feet along
the sides, and the crossties are laid with their ends resting on the^e
stone or brick pillai-s. A floor of 2-inch planks is then laid upon the
crossties; planks are placed on edge and are fastened to stakes
to form the sides. In some cases brick or sttme walls are used for
the sides, and old boiler tubes or junk-vard pipe is let into the walls
to form the cross supports. Old roofing tin, parts of old automobile bodies, or any discarded sheet metal may be used as floonng
for these beds. The metal flooring and supports are strictly fireproof. However, there is little danger of fire with the wooden floors
pecause of the low degree of heat maintained.

10
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Instead of building a furnace of brick or stone, m a n y grower
cut one end out of an old 50-gallon steel oil barrel, a n d cut a hol^
in the opposite end large enough t o a d m i t t h e end of a 6-inch t i J
T h e barrel is then buried on its side in a p i t at one end of the bed
and a 6-inch tile is n i n from t h e opening of t h e barrel the full
length of t h e bed under the floor, terminating in a chimney at the
farther end of the bed. This chimney often consists of a wooden
box which is carried 3 to 5 feet above the surface of the ground
Chunks of wood about 18 inches in length and 6 t o 10 inches in diameter are used as fuel, and green sawdust is frequently placed on top
of the wood in the furnace in order t o give a slow-burning or
smoldering fii-e. According to statements of growers, 1 cord of wood
is sufficient to fire a bed of this character d u r i n g a plant-growincr
season, and the fires require attention but twice in 24 hours. A piece
of sheet iron held in place by an iron b a r is used as a front door

FiGUiiE «.—Type of
flue
,
•tartitii; curly t;i;i(plaut, luiuatu,'uuU p^'py^r ^uut.~.

, rsey for

for the furnace. When an extremely slow fire is desired, a piece
of tile or a flat stone is laid partly over the chimney.
About 8 inches of gcKnl soil is placed on the floor of t h e bed in
which the plants are to be grown, or, in the case of sweetpotatoes,
sand is used. A bed of this type is shown in figure 5. Where
sweetpotatoes are started in such beds, mai-sh hay is u.sed almost
exclusively as a covering, about 3 or 4 inches of t h e h a y being
spread loosely over the surface of the bed and the sweetpotato plants
simply allowed to grow u p through it. xVfter the plants are well
started, the hay is carefully removed with forks and rakes.
New Jersey growers frequently use a plant-growing bed of the
t3rpe illustratetl in figure 6. These beds or plant houses are constructed with a furnace pit and a smoke flue running from the furnace at the one end to a chimney a t t h e other end. A s a rule, the
dimensions' of these houses are 12 or 14 feet by 50 t o 60 feet, with
.solid side l)e<ls and a uiilk- tluoiM'h th»' (•(«nt*'r. T)(M>TS m-p provided
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at each end for convenience, and the covering consists of a framework on which hotbed sash rest. In the center of the bed and over
the walk, the roof is constructed of boards that are covered with
roofing \nipev or with tin. The sash are so arranged that they slip
under the roofing at the top and can be either slid down or raised
for ventilation. This type of bed or plant house has the advantage
that the work of sowing seeds ajid transplanting can be done under
cover during bad weather. During the summer and fall when the
bed is not m use, the sash are removed and stored under shelter.
In some cases the furnace and flues are omitted, but a stove is installed at one end, with a stovepij)e running the full length of the
house to supply the necessary heat. Where wood is plentiful, woodburning stoves of the airtight ty|)e are used; where it is not to be
had at a low ct>st, hard-coal stoves are employed on account of the
uniformity of heating and the small amount of care required. In
many cases these beds are being replaced by simple but effective
greenhouses.
PIPE-HEATED BEOS

Another type of fuel-heated bed that is gaining popularity is
constructed on level or nearly level ground with concrete side walls
12 to 18 inches high and lines of steam or hot water pipes buried in
the soil. Heat is obtaintnl from a boiler located eitner in a pit at
one end of the bed or in the basement of a service building nearby.
In New Jersey, especially on farms where poultry is kept in connection with vegetable growing, the heater is placed under the
workroom or tool r(K>m and supplies heat for both the hotbeds and
the broodinj; hous^. The heating pipes are usually laid lengthwise
of the bed with Uie lines of piping 12 to 18 inches apart and at about
the orij^iiial si»il level. The pipes should have a uniform fall of at
least 6 inches in the length of a 6()-fcM)t bed, and should rest on solid
earth or on bricks placed everv 3 or 4 feet to prevent their settling
and forming air pockets. Sofl is filled in over the pipes to within
about 6 inches of the top of the concrete walls, the pipes thus being
12 to 14 inches below the surface of the soil in the bed. A feed pipe
is sometimes carried from the boiler to the far end of the bed, either
along the ridge or on the side of the bed. It is there divided to
supply the return pipes which are buried in the ground. More
freauently, however, half of the pipes are used as flows and the other
hall as returns, the flows being elevated about 6 inches above the
returns at the end of the bed next to the heater. Where this plan
is followed, it is essential that the beds be located on a comparativelv
level piece of ground to obtain a uniform grade of the pipes both
leaving and returning to the heater. Beds of this character are
especially adapted for starting sweetpotato plants, and for peppers
and eggplants which require an abundance of bottom heat. Figure
7 shows a cross section of a bed of this type.
Pipe-heated beds are also constructed with walls like ordinary
6-foot W(M>d-f rame or concrete hotbeds, but with the pi|>es arranged
around the interior of the bed al)ove the soil, the flow pipe being at
the back or high side, and the return pipe at the low side and supported by pipe hangers or wires to the crossbars on which the sash
rest. This type of bed gives goo<l results where bottom heat is not
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required and where it is desired to p o w stock plants somewh«f
slowly with merely enough heat to safeguard against low teniiZ
tures that would serimisly check growth. Early plants of cahbn,!"
cauliflower, lettuce, celery, and tomatoes can be grown to advanta

o

o

o

I ' K l l IfH
'''^m.Pl'i.d*^.•!,"!. ^^'^hnii!.'""*^'

in beds of this i-hai;i( i. ,.
form of bed.

'"

'^'^ ^ ' " '

*''•• »>••"' »>^I»K

i ,w,,,r n snows a cross section <»f thi^

ELECTRIC HEATING OF BEDS AND PLANT HOUSES

For many years electricity has been used as a source of heat f«i
plant-growing structures in Norway, Sweden, and other sections of
northern Kurope where water power has b>en extensively develoi)e(i
and electric energy is comparativelv cheap. Kx[H^rimeiits in this

FloitRE 8.—Cross 8«<-fio""' Plant bed with two line* of heator plp*« suspi-ndwl from
stash su|fp«)rt hars. For stpam .>r h<»t water lipat.

country, especially those conducted by the State college and experiment station workers in certain States, have shown that under favorable conditions, electric current mav be effectively and economicallv
employed for heating outdoor plant beds and indoor propagatinjr
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and seed-sprouting beds.* The first c<jst of installation, and the
securing of suitable heating elements, together with the relative cost
of electric energy as compared with manure and other sources of heat
for plant beds, have been the limiting factors in the adoption of
this form of heating.
This system has Ix'en found well adapted for heating propagating
beds ant! small bt'ds in which seeds are started. Figure 9 shows a
y of this character with the heater cable laid in the form of a coil
in the bottom of the beil and partly covered with sand. The thermostat is also embedded in the santl and connected with the switch
box and the feed wires at the entl of the bed. The desired temperature may be easily maintained, but the main point is to have the bed
well insulated to conserve the heat. One of the advantages of this
form of heating f(»r a seed or propagating bed is the uniformity at

FWCM J>—Electrically h f r . :
l)vd v\>t> •

"U In-d iibowInK heater cable In place before the
> ailed with loiiid or HOII

which the temiH>rature may be maintained. The temi)erature can
be regulated by simply turning the thermostat knob one way or the
other, and when once regulated, the control is automatic.
Various types of heating units have been develo|)ed, the earlier
typ(
of an oi)en framework of wfxxl or metal across which
heu;
- were stretched on insulators. These units were usually of tlie proper size and
v for heating a 1-sash bed, 3 by 6
feet, and the frames carr\
heating elements were mounted
in an enclosure underneath* the floor of the l)ed. Later tyjws of heating elements are insulated and enclosetl in leatl or cop|K»r cables that
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may be buried m the soil. These cables are made in various leno^k
60 feet being the length best adapted for use with the o X a r v . ? '"
ice current of 110 volts. One 60-foot cable is required for « o V
or 6- by 6-foot bed, and two 60-foot cables for a 4-sash or 12-foot'h'f
where relatively high temperatures are desired. F o r a very mocw!i
heat one 60-foot cable will be sufficient for a 4.sash bed 6 by 12 f e l '
i.ach 60-foot cable will carry an electrical load of approximatelv S
watts or about the amount of current required to operate ten 40 u n^
electric-light bulbs. The arrangement of the cables in the bed
shown m figure 10.
^ ^^
H e a t conservation is the keynote in handling electrically heated
plant beds. The sides and ends of the beds sfiould be t i | h t and
in addition, should be banked to the top with earth or some nia'terini
to conserve heat. The sash should fit snugly, and, if needed to make
the joints tight, strips of felt or rubber should be tacked to S

VUiVUE 10.—ArraiiKciiHiit of h e a t e r in ,ui t.rdimiry «1 by l--foot h ..ib.U

edges of the bed on which the sash rest. The glass should be well
bedded in putty, and should lap one-fourth incli at the joints. In
addition to the glass, the beds should be covered with stniw or felt
hotbed mats during coh nights. I n case of extremely cold weather
h « n t ? f ^ f r ^ ^ '^""flx"^ by placing one sash on top of another, and
K
l lplace^ 1by
^ ^ ^means
""^ ^^'^offx^boards.
''''}^' ^*''«^' P'"« ^^^e^'^«' «r >vith leaves
heldn in
Electrically heated plant beds have a decided operating advantage
over the ordinary manure- and fuel-heated beds In that the amouSt
n . i ! ^ i ?"" be automatically controlled by the use of thermostats
or regulators, thus avoidmg extremes. I n the case of manure-heated
.utLu
*^5»Perature usually runs too high at first, then declines
rapidly, and finally becomes completely exhausted. Another advantage over manure heating is t h a t the electric heating is free from
odors or gases, and no steam or excessive moisture is formed. Elec-
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trically heated beds require very little attention to ventilation except on very bright days when the heat of the sun is sufficient to
i-aise the temperature of the bed above the maximum for the best
plant growth. Where electric current can be obtained at a power
rate the cost of heating plant beds compares favorably with manure
heating at present prices of manure. When once the electric system is installed very little labor is required to renew the surface soil
and get the beds in shape for planting. The copper and lead cables
are highly resistant to corrosion, and, unless injured by tools, should
last for yeai-s. Because of the uniform control of temperature, it is
reasonable to expect that better plants can be grown with electric
heat than with manure heat. Plants grown in electrically heated
beds usually require a little more attention to watering than those
crrown in manure-heated beds.

FioURB 11.—Electrically heated plunt IKHI with heater rabloH buried In soil and running
the full length of the bed.

One firm in New Jersey has adopted electricity as the main source
j of heat for plant beds and small greenhouses in which early plants
, are ^own. Figure 11 shows one of these beds in which the electric
I heating elements run the full length of the bed and are buried in the
soil. Sash are used as a covering for this bed, and the soil tempera-: ture is controlled by an automatic thermostat. This firm is operatj ing a number of sash-covered plant houses of the type shown in
' figure 12 which are electrically heated. Both the underground
I and overhead systems of heating are being employed in these houses
to determine which gives the letter results. Recently in a test of
indirect electric heating, fans were used to drive the air over the
heating elements and distribute it to the various parts of the house.
This type of installation simplifies construction problems and gives
a better circulation of heat than the old method of stringing the
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heating elements through the open spaces in the house. T h e action
of the fans tends to provide better ventilation.
CONSTRUCTION OF COLDFRAMES

The construction of coldframes is practically the same as that of
hotbeds, except that no provision is made for heating them artificially. Coldframes consisting of a framework of boards from 18 to 24
inches in height at the back or north side, and 8 to 12 inches at the
front or south side, are generally built directly on top of the ground
(figs. 13 and 14). Sometimes these beds are made in units of five sash
each, with sloping ends and crosspieces to support the sash, but
oftener they consist of two lines of boards fastened to stakes driven
into the ground and without crosspieces, the sash resting on top of the
edges of the boards forming the front and back of the bed. Frames
of this character are used for the growing and hardening of early
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plants, the boards and sash being removed and stored as soon as the
plant-growing season is over. This type of coldframe is also used
extensively along the Atlantic coast for the growing to maturity
of such crops as lettuce, beets, carrots, parsley, and cucumbers!^
Figure 15 shows a l-acre frame yard near Portsmouth, Va. Parsley
was being grown in tlicse frames wdien the picture was taken.

J
i

COVERINGS FOR HOTBEDS AND COLDFRAMES
Coverings for both hotbeds and coldframes consist of standard
hotbed sash, various kinds of glass substitutes, and cloth coverings
such as muslin or light canvas. I n some instances, a covering of
straw or marsh hay is placed directly on the soil in the beds and is
removed after the plants appear above ground, or the plants may be
allowed to grow up through it, as is sometimes done in starting
2 Farmers' Bulletin LnfLI. Cucumber Growing, gives information on the use of coldframes tor growing early cucumbers.
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li'iGUBi 13.—t'oltiriaiiii', 1 oii>ii iicifd of boanU nulled to stakes d r i s i n juid tlie groiim
reaily for siish or cloth cover.

Fiui-HK 14.—Coldframe with bUsh covering in place.
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sweetpotato plants. The most satisfactory covering for hoth^il
and coldframes in the northern sections is glazed hotbed sash ^n
plemented by hotbed mats, board shutters, slat screens and h f
or pine straw. To the southward, where the covering can be hi
off the greater part of the time, a cloth covering, especially heavv
unbleached muslin, has been found to give good results.
^
GLAZED-SASH COVERINGS

Standard hotknl sash are 3 feet wide, 6 feet loner and 13/
1% inches thick, and carry three rows of 10-inch glasll A reinforc
ing rod of s/^-mch iron, or a strip of wood or metal, is nlacPfl
across the center of each sash to strengthen it. These sash, madp
of clear gulf cypress^ white pine, or California redwood, are kent
in stock by dealers m greenhouse supplies and can be furnished
iinglazed and unpainted, unglazed and painted with 2 coats or
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fully glazed w-ith double-strength glass and painted with 2 or 3
coats ot white-lead paint, according to the desire of the purchaser,
hash 4 feet in width and 7 to 9 feet in length can be secured on
special order. I h o prices of hotbed sash vary according to the
lumber market and the cost of labor and materials goino- into their
construction.
Experience has shoTvm that if the sash are kept well painted
and are stored under cover when they are not in use, they will last
Irom 10 to 20 years or even longer. The sash should be given a
lirst or priming coat consisting of white lead and pure raw linseed
on, to which should be added enough tui-pentine to cause the paint
to penetrate the wood. The second coat, which should be applied
before glazing, should contain a little Japan drier to cause the
paint to dry readily. As a rule it will pay to give the sash a third
or finish coat of paint after glazing, figure 16 shows the up^r
side of a standard 3- by 6-foot hotbed sash fully glazed and painted
and ready to place on the hotbed.
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Hotbed sash should be glazed with fresh or plastic putty that will
spread evenly on the sash bars, or with one of the prepared glazing
compounds that are applied with a putty gun. The glass should be
firmly embedded in the putty, the lights overlapping one-eighth to
one-fourth of an inch, beginning at the bottom of the sash. Each
liffht of glass should be fastened with 4 zinc glazing sprigs, 2 of these
being driven on top of the glass about an inch from its lower edge
and 2 directly below the edge of the glass to hold it from slipping
toward the lower end of the sash. Cut a piece of glass to fill the
remaining space at the top of the course, being sure that it is forced
well up into the groove, previously filled with soft putty, at the top
of the sash. T r i m off all surplus putty above and below the glass
and do not putty above the glass as in glazing an ordinary window.

PlOCRS IB.—Top view of u standard -i- l>.v 0-i'oot bi>tbed sash, fully glazed, painted, and
ready to place on tlie hotbed.

Hotbed sash, in which the sash bars are made with grooves into
which the glass can be slipped without the use of putty, are commonly used in sections having a mild climate. As a rule 6- by 8-inch
smgle-strength glass is u.sed, the glass being pushed in from the lower
end of the sash and the lights butted together. This type of glazing
does not give as warm a covering for the beds as the regular puttied
and lapped glass and is subject to greater dripping of rainwater
upon the plant beds. T h e glazing of this type of sash is a very
simple matter, and in case of a light of glass becoming broken a new
light can simply be slipped in a t the bottom and the whole line of
glass shoved up to close the opening.
Formerly, all window glass, except plate glass, had a slight bow or
curve but flat glass is now used almost exclusively. Although it is of
Uttle importance which side of the old-type curved gla.ss is placed
upward, it should all be laid one way. Nearly all gardeners, how-
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ever, j^jlace it witli the bow or hump side uppermost. Double stremrti
glass IS preferable to single-strength, as it is less subject to break«o!
m handling. Grade B glass is most commonly used for idayi^
hotbed sash, but should be free from blisters.
fe*a^mg
CLOTH COVERINGS

In the southern sections, where the climate is mild and cloth cover
mgs are largely used, the heda are usually constructed 12 to 14 {Zl
m vvidth and with a ridgepole supported on stakes about 30 inchp.
high through the center of the bed. The muslin or light canvas used
for the cover is sewed together in a large sheet and is fastened^ t«
the ridgei>ole by tacking thin strips of wood such as plaster lath or
lattice strips on top of the sheet and to the ridgepole. The edges of
the sheet are generally fastened to strips of wood runnin*' the full

*'"A'l?*^*!^-1 'JV'^ «'?•;•'•''! f""'"'<M'laiit htH\ In ensttcrn 'Vvxus.
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length at each side of the b<nl, and so arranged that the sheet can be
rolled up on them (fig. 17).
Rafters consisting of 7/^- by 3-inch or %- by 4-inch strips are nailed
to the ridgepole and to the sides of the bed at intervals of 3 or 4
feet to support the cloth; the cloth is carried on these rafters when
It IS rolled up for ventilation. At the ends of the Wd the cloth is
fastened by loops of string hooked over nails. Marsh hay, light
straw, or pine straw is often spread over the cloth during periods
of cold weather. Beds containing tender plants, such as tomatoes,
are frecpiently protected successfully for short periods with a temperature of 20° F. by this method of covering.
There are processes for treating cotton sheeting to make it waterproof and to preserve it, but, as a rule, a good grade of unbleached
muslin without treatment is satisfactory. Preservatives may add to
the life of the covering material, but if the muslin is taken off the
plant beds promptly when the plant-growing sea-son is over, rolled
while dry, and stored in a dry place, it will last for several years.
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Linseed oil, or any paint containing linseed or other drying oils
should not be used for waterproofing plant-bed covers as the oil
paints rot the fabric and cause it to crack and break. A mixture
consisting of 2 to 3 pounds of melted paraffin, one-half pound of
melted l)eeswax, and 1 gallon of benzine applied to the cloth either
as a spray or with a brush will act as a filler to make the fabric
waterproof and at tlie same time preserve it. There are on the market prei)arations used for waterproofing tents and canvas generally
which can be used for making ordiuMtv heavy unbleached muslin
both waterproof and windproof.^
SUBSTITUTES FOR GLASS AND CLOTH

Xumerous substitutes for glass and cloth as coverings for hotbeds
and coldframes are on the market, but many unwarranted claims are
made concerning the effect of the.st> substitutes on jilant growth.
Tests made in 11)28 and U>29 at the Ohio Agricultural Exiieriment
Station showed that while a gtKxl gratle of clear glass transmits over
95 percent of the total light, certain gla.ss .sub.stitutt>s transmitted as
little as 25 percent and none of those tested more than 60 percent
(if the total light. Althtmgh these i>articuhir gla.ss substitutes transmitted only 25 to 60 percent of the total light, they did transmit an
iippreciahle percentage of ultra-violet light that does not pass
through common glass. In ordinary plant-growing oi^erations, however, the transmission of ultra-violet light is of no recognizable Umefit, and the decreased transmission of total light is a definite disadvantage. The Ohio tests showed that in all cases better plants were
grown muler plain glass than could be grown under any of the
glass substitutes.
CARE OF H O T B E D S A N D COLDFRAMES

Regardless of the metho<l of securing heat, the ventilation, watering, antl general care of the hotbed or coldframe are of vital importance. The tem{MM*ature of a manure-heated bed will usually run
fairly high at first, and planting should be deferred until the temperature begins to decrease. The only safe procedure is to bury a
thermometer bulb in the soil of the (K^<1 anti delay planting until
the tem{)erature reading is 80' F., or lower. A .soil temperature of
about 70° or 72° is about right for nearly all early plants. However,
it will be safe to plant the seeds when the temiierature is slightly
below 80°, for it will gradually decline as the fermentation of the
manure diminishes. With bottom heat, such as is furni.shed by
fermenting manure or pijies buried in the .soil, the germination and
early growth of the plants will be ver>' rapid, and unless frequent
attention is given to ventilation, the plants are certain to make a
soft growth. In the manure-heated bed there is a constant supply
of extra heat which can be controlled only by ventilating the bed.
With a pipe- or fumaoe-heated l)ed, and where electric current is
used, the bottom heat can lie controlled almost at will.
Different cro|)s require different temperatures and treatment; the
temperature that gives best results for starting peppers and egg'Farmen' Dolletin llAT, Waterproofing and Mlldewprooflnc of Cotton Duck.
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plant, for example, would be too high for tomatoes and much too
high for cabbage, cauliflower, and lettuce. The desirable tempera
tures at which to grow the plants will be discussed later under the
various crops.
VENTILATION

In ventilating the hotbed or coldframe during windy weather
care must be taken to raise the sash or cloth covering on the side
opposite from that from which the wind is blowing so as to avoid
a direct draft upon the plants. In the sash-covered bed, this is accomplished by lifting the sash on either side, or at the bottom or
top, as the direction of the wind may require. Small pieces of
boards or blocks of wood with notches cut in them are usually
employed to support the sash. In some cases wires are stretched
lengthwise of the beds on top of the sash to prevent them from being
blown off during storms.
Where cloth or muslin coverings are used, ventilation is obtained
by rolling them up a part or all of the way to the ridge of the bed
as shown in figure 17, or by propping them up in places by means'
of short pieces of lath. Special protection is provided during short
periods of extremely cold weather by covering the beds with hotbed
mats or with a thin layer of straw or pine straw that must be removed wdien the weather clears and the temperature rises. The
straw can be removed from the gla.ss or cloth covers by first using a
wooden rake and then a broom to complete the cleaning.
In order to secure the greatest possible benefit from the sunlight,
the glass or whatever covering is used should be kept thoroughly
clean. Dust settling on top of the glass will frequently cut out 25
to 30 percent of the light. For that reason the glass should be
frequently cleaned with brooms or water from a hose. The best
of plant-bed coverings exclude considerable light, and every precaution should be taken to keep this exclusion to a minimum.
Coldframes are managed in practically the same manner as hotbeds in respect to ventilation and protection from sudden changes
in temperature. As a rule, somewhat lower temperatures are maintained in coldframes than in hotbeds, but they require close attention on extremely bright days and during changeable weather.
Clouds temporarily obscuring the sun will frequently cause a lowering of the temperature in the frames of from 12° to 15° F . Toward
the end of the plant-growing period the sash or cloth coverings may
be kept partly open at all times and finally be removed altogether
to adapt the plants to outside conditions.
WATERING

Early in the season, extreme care is necessary in watering hotbeds
and coldframes, because excessive watering is almost certain to cause
damping-off of the plants. More water is required during bright,
windy weather than when it is calm or cloudTy. Watering should
be done only at times when the beds may be safely opened without
chilling the plants. Losses from dampm^-off can be largely prevented by careful watering and close attention to ventilation. Overheating of the beds is disastrous and results in the production of
poor plants. Sufficient ventilation, especially toward the end of the
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period that the plants remain in the beds, with a somewhat sparing
application of water, will produce plants that will withstand transplanting to the field with few losses.
The process of " hardening ", as applied to plants grown under
cover, consists of gradually tempering them to open-air conditions
by checking their growth, but taking care to avoid stunting injury.
Certain plant^. especially eggplants, should be checked but slightly,
if at all, for it their stems become tougli and woody they are practically worthless for planting. Tomato plants will stand considerable checking but are injured if the process goes too far. Light
watering usually aids in the tempering process; however, enough
water must be applied at all times to prevent wilting. Excessive
ventilation and windy weather are always accompanied by high
evaporation and make extra care and more frequent watering necessary.
Plants grown to marketable stage in hotbeds and coldframes renuire somewhat different handling as to temperature and watering
than do those that are to be transplanted to the open ground. With
those that remain in the beds the hardening process is not used, and
the plants are kept growing uniformly and usually as rapidly as
possible without producing a soft growth. This is accomplished by
careful regulation of the temperature and by the application of
water in quantities that will maintain an optimum growth condition
in the soil. In the growing of plants for transplanting^ a period of
relatively high temperature at first, followed by a declining temperature and the application of practically no artificial heat toward the
end of the period, is ideal. In the case of the crop that is matured
in the beds, the most satisfactory results are obtained with a continuous mild heat without excessive changes in temperature.
GROWING EARLY PLANTS

Plants that are normally grown under protection for early transplanting to the garden and truck fields may be classified into two
general groups according to their temperature requirements. In the
first group are those requiring a relatively low temperature; and in
the second group are those requiring a somewhat higher temperature.
Among the mast important of the lower temperature plants freauently started indoors and transplanted are lettuce, cabbage, cauliflower, and broccoli. The crops requiring a somewhat higher temperature include tomatoes, peppers, egg plants, muskmelons, summer
squashes, celery, and cucumbers. There are, however, within these
groups certain very important crop-re(juirement differences that are
briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.
TOMATOES

Tomato seed germinates readily at a soil temperature between 68°
and 75° F., but when the seedlings appear ahoveground the temperature should be lowered slightly to prevent weak and spindling plants.
The time required for germination of tomato seed depends to some
degree upon the viability of the seed itself, but good seed will germinate in 3 to 5 days at a temperature of 72° to 75° and in 5 to 8 days
at temperatures from 65° to 70°. A soil temperature of about 62°
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to 65°, with plenty of light and moderate watering, will usuall
produce good stocky seedlings, but the air temperatures should n 1
be allowed to go much above 70° at any time. iMants grown in th
manner will usually be ready for transplanting from the seed-tn v
or from the hotbed to the coldframe in 14 to 20 days after the see 1
IS sown. If the seed is sown rather thinly and the plants do nnf
crowd ill the seed bed nothing is to be gained by extra-early trans
planting to the coldframe. Plenty of ventilaticm and care in witer
ing will generally obviate losses of the plants from the disease know.i
as damping off'.
'
Early-tomato growers of eastern Texas and Mississippi sow thp
seed 111 hotbeds and transplant the seedlings to cloth-covered cold
frames located ilirectly in the fiehl where the crop is to be in-own
As a rule one plant bed measuring about 12 by 60 feet (fi«^ 17) j
provided for each acre of tomatoes to be planted^
^
^
The plants are spaced about 4 inches a p a r t in each direction in the
coldframe, and when tiie time comes for setting them in the field -i
knife or a trowel is run between the plants in each ilirection and
they are lifted and transported to the field with bhx-ks of earth
about their roots.
I n sections where tomatoes are grown largely for the cannery the
seed IS sown rather thinly in the seed beds, and after 4 to 6 weeks
or when the plants attain a height of 4 to 6 inches, they are moved
directly to the fields. This method involves less labor than trans
planting the plants from the seed bed to coldframes and later to the
field, but docs not give as desirable plants for early setting.
PEPPERS

Pepper seed is rather slow to germinate, usually requirino- from
12 to 15 days at a soil temperature of 70° to 75°. Followino' creTmination the soil temperature should be lowered to 65°, or not over 68°
in order to produce stocky plants. The air temi)erature following
germination shouhl be kept between 05° and 75°. The same precautions as to watering and ventilation should be taken with peppers
as with tomatoes. The danger of damping off can be largely eliminated by avoiding excessive watering and at the same time providing
plenty of ventilation. The pepper seedlings will be ready for transplanting from the hotbed to the coldframe in 24 to 30 days after
the seed is sown. Under the best conditions and where the seed
germinates in a relatively short time the plants may be ready for
this transplanting in 18 to 20 days after seeding. After being transplanted, the pepi^er plants slumld be carefully watched, and when
first transplanted they should be partially shaded to prevent wilting.
h ollowing this the temperature of the coldframe should be between
iO° and 75° during the daytime and not lower than 60° at night.
In removing the pepper plants from the coldframe to the garden or
field, they are blocked and a cube of soil carried with them to their
permanent location.
EGGPLANTS

The eggplant is one of the most difficult vegetables to handle,
especially during its early stages. The seed germinates somewhat
*See Farm«rB' Bulletin l.'J.IS, Tomatops ns n Truck Crop.
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slowly even at a soil temperature slightly above 70° F . Extreme
care must be taken to keep the eggplant seedlings growing uniformly
from the very start, for if the plants become checked and the stems
hardened or woody, they are considered practically worthless for
planting in the field or garden. As a rule the seedlings will be ready
to transplant from the hotbed to a well-protected or warm coldframe
ill about 3 or 4 weeks after the seed is sown. I n the coldframe the
plants should be set at least 5 inches apart in each direction in a soil
that is well fertilized and t h a t contains an abundance of well-rotted,
sci-eened manure. A t no time should the plants be subjected to
strong drafts of cold air or to low temj>eratures. Excessive wateriiinr of the plants both in the hotbed and in the coldframe nuist be
avoided. On the other hand, the soil in which the plants nro
irruwinif should never be allowed to become too dry, as this is certain
{0 result in a stunting of the growth of the plants. I n moving the
plants from the l)ed to the field they are blocked, and a large cube
of earth is carried with them. The soil about their roots should be
fairly well watered a few hours before the plants are to be lifted.
Throughout the handling of the plants, extreme care nuist be taken
as otherwise they will not grow in a satisfactory manner in the field,
letrardless of the attention that is given them after they are set out.
SUMMER SQUASHES

Under most conditions the seed of sununer squashes is planted
directly in the hills where the crop is to be grown. Where extreme
earliness is desirable, however, the plants nuiy be started in heated
plant houses or in hotbeds, inverted pieces of sod, beriy boxes, paper
bands, or flowerpots being used tor the purpose. The seed of
squashes will germinate in about 2 days at a soil temperature of
about 75° F . After the seeds have germinated, the temperature
should be lowered somewhat in order to keep the plants short and
stocky. Where squashes are started indoors it is customary to plant
six or seven seeds in each container; then, when the seedlings are well
estabhshed, thin them to three plants. After the seedlings have
formed the first true leaf they can be moved to a well-protected coldframe, where the plants may be held at a temperature of 60° to 70°
until time to set them in the garden or truck field, liy starting the
plants in hotbeds and coldframes, most of the difficulty with the
striped and spotted cucumber beetles can be avoided. By this
process the first of the crop can be ready to market from 1 to 2
weeks earlier than when the seed is planted in the open.
CUCUMBERS

The growers of early cucumbers in the Norfolk-Portsmouth, Va..
district follow the practice of sowing their cucumber seed in specially heated beds with the soil temperature between 80° and 85° F .
The seeds are sown fairly thick in rows, and, as a rule, the seedlings
will api)ear above ground within 30 to 36 hours. I n approximately
72 hours after sowing, the seedlings are ready to be lifted and placed
in 5-inch flowerpots, 7 to 10 seedlings being planted in each pot.
These pots are tnen placed in the bench of a greenhouse at a temperature of 70° to 75° during the day and not lower than 60° or 65°
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at night, and the plants are carefully watered and ventilated f
about 4 weeks, when they will have formed about 3 or 4 true leavl^'
During this period the plants are thinned to about 3 in each nS'
r h e y are then in proper condition for setting in outdoor framV^s
I n moving the plants from the greenhouse to frames or to th
fields the soil in the pots is given a fair watering, then the plants iZ
carried direct to the field, where they are loosened from the pots nnH
set in the ground with the ball of earth about their roots. Cucumbers
may be grown in the hotbed in quart berry boxes, paper bands or
flowerpots, the seed being sown directly in the containers whid
are filled with a good grade of sifted soil. The corners of the boxes
should be slit with a knife and the boxes removed when the plants ari.
set in the ground.
MUSKMELONS

Muskmelon seedlings are frequently started in hotbeds in the same
inanner as cucumbers; however, it is not customary to s t a r t the seed
in a special heated seed bed and transplant the seedlings, although
this can be done safely. The rule is to use pieces of inverted s(xl
berry boxes, or paper bands and plant 10 t o 12 muskmelon seeds'
in each container. After the seedlings become established thev are
thinned farst to about 5 and later to 3 plants t o each hill. Musk
melons require practically the same tem[)erature conditions as cucumbers, and the methods of handling the plants and transferring
them to the held are practically the same as those given for cucumbers and squashes. The advantages of starting the muskmelons
indoors are earliness of fruiting and less liability to injury from the
striped cucumber beetle. I t is desirable t o give the plants one spray,
mg in the plant bed with bordeaux mixture before they are moved
to the held.
LETTUCE

Lettuce is one of the more important garden crops t h a t thrive
under a moderately low temperature. The seed is one of the few
that does not germinate readily when it is strictly fresh, and it should
not be planted during the fall of the year in which it is produced.
VVhen growing lettuce plants indoors the usual practice is to sow
the seed in boxes or trays filled with a good grade of garden loam
which has been thoroughly mixed and sifted. Generally the seed
will germinate in 4 to 6 days, and the plants will be r e a d / f o r transplanting m 12 to 15 days. The seedlings can be transplanted from
the seed trays or the hotbed to the coldframe either in other trays
or direct to the soil of the coldframe. As a rule, the plants are
spaced about 3 inches m each direction so as to give them enough
room to develop and allow for the transfer of a fair-sized block of
soil around the roots of the plants when they are taken to the garden
or the truck field. Lettuce seedlings are subject to damping off in
rf^u' ^^vi , ' ^^P^cially where the seed has been sown too thick.
I h i s dithculty can be avoided by thin seeding, careful watering, and
plenty of ventilation, although the use of a mercury bichloride solution may be found advantageous in checking this disease."
• Vnl flllilh!- ^"^o'"™a"on see Faraerg' Bulletin 1563, Cucumber Growinjr
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CABBAGE AND BROCCOLI

Early plants of cabbage and broccoli are frequently started in
hotbeds or in well-protected coldframes. About 4 or 5 weeks are
required from the time of sowing the seed to produce good cabbage
or broccoli plants for setting in the garden. Where the seed is sown
in the hotbed it will be necessary to transplant the seedlings to a
coldframe because the temperature of the hotbed is too high for
the production of good s-tocKv cabbage or br(x;coli plants. The soil
temperature of the seed bed should not be above 70° F . After transplanting to the coldframe the air temperature should be maintained
at about 65° to 70° during the day ana 55° to 60° at night; however,
a drop in temperature to perhaps 45° for a short period as a rule
will not greatly injure these plants. Repeated chilling or carrying
the plants at low temi)eratures for a period of 2 weeks or more
may cause them to bolt to seed after they are set in the field or
garden. In sections of the country where tne climate is fairly warm
during the early spring a hotbed for starting the early plants will
not be necessary; tne seed can be merely sown in a coldframe or in
aflue-heatedbed similar to those used for starting sweetpotatoes.
Fairly thin seeding will produce better plants than overcrowding the
seedlings. The same general methods given for cabbage should be
followed in the production of broccoli plants.
CAULIFLOWER

Cauliflower plants are decidedly more delicate in their habits of
growth than those of either cabbage or broccoli, and for that reason
require more careful handling. The main point in the handling
of cauliflower plants is to keep them growing and to prevent checking or stunting during the time they are in the plant bed. In case
the stems of cauliflower become tough or woody this stunting affects
their future growth and usually results in the formation of small
and inferior neads of cauliflower; therefore, cauliflower plants require a little higher temperature and closer attention than those of
cabbage or broccoli. They also require very careful watering, because drying out will affect their growth and will have a tendency to
cause them to be tough and woody. Besides having a uniform temperature maintained and being given proper ventilation, cauliflower
plants should be given plenty of space, and when they are transplanted from the seed bed to the coldframe or other space where
they are to remain until they are planted in the field tney should
be well shaded for a day or two. In being moved from the hotbed
or coldframe to the fielcl or garden, cauliflower plants should not be
pulled, as cabbage plants frequently are, but should be lifted with
considerable soil adhering to their roots. In case the soil should
be dry at the time the plants are set out, they should be given a good
watering as they are set. If possible, a calm, cloudy, moist day
should be selected for setting tne cauliflower plants in the field or
garden.
CELERY

Celery seed is slow in starting, and the seed bed must be carefully
watched to prevent drying out. Seed stored in a dry place usually
retains its vitality for 4 or 5 years, but where old seed is used it
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should be carefully tested in advance of planting time. Good vinKi
celery seed will germinate in 10 to 15 d^ys at a soil temperature .5
about 63° to 68° F . ; where the seed is sown directly in a hot J
the sowing should be delayed until the heat of the bed is \vl\\
spent and the soil temperature has fallen below 70°. I n the avJl
house a temperature varying between 60° and 70° is about riffht
where the seed is sown in flats a partially shaded location is des r
able until the seedlings appear, after which full sunlight and a fn ,'
amount of ventilation should be provided.
I n sections where muck or peat is available this material is larjrplv
used for starting celery plants. A seed bed consisting of 2 i,Jl
good garden loam, 1 part fine but sharp sand, and 1 p a r t leaf molH
or old decayed compost thoroughly mixed and sifted through «
scree^n having four meshes to the inch will give good results Water
ing IS very important to keep the seed bed properly moistened and
ventilation to avoid overwatering and the development of the damn
mg-off disease. Thin seeding will aid very materially in the nrV
vention of this disease, but careful watering and plenty of ventilation
are also essential.
A few growers still double transplant early celery plants Th^
main or late crop, however, is grown from seedlings t h a t are started
in spent hotbeds or in coldframes, or from outdoor p l a n t beds
Celery belongs to the group of garden vegetables t h a t thrives
under re atively cool conditions, but recent experiments have shown
that prolonged periods of low temperature during the plant-erowm g pf>ri()d IS largely responsible for celerv bolting or shooting to
seed prematurely Under normal conditions celery is a biennial and
produces its st^d crop the second season, but under certain conditions the plants shoot to seed during the first season and fail to produce an edible crop.
*
I t has been a common practice among the northern growers of
early-crop celery to start the seedlings in a greenhouse and transfer
them to coldframes. In some cases the plants are held in the greenhouse for several weeks and then transferred to the coldframe where
they are hardened at temperatures below 60° F . , usually between 40°
and oO . If this hardening period extends beyond 2 weeks at a
temperature below 60° a large percentage of the crop is fairly certain to bolt to seed before it has reached a marketable s ^ g e . I t is
not necessary to use low temperatures for hardening the plants, as
s u h i p T H ^ accomplished bv fight watering. I n case the plants are
f IX^^'VK^T^^^^^^^^
¥ ^ ^ ^ ^ ° i^ ^^^^'^ ^ harden them the
tleatment should be mven for a week or 10 days only, and during
ho o n T l 7 ' * ' ' ? ^ " ^ ^ ¥ " ^ ^ sparingly. Celery p l L t s grown in
the open during the early part of the season mav go to seed if relatively low temperatures prevail d u r i n g the plant-growing period,
difficulty ' ' ' " ' " '
"''^'
""'* ^"^-^ " ' * ^ ' ^^«^«>^«r' ^'^rrect this
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